Accessible Path Dulcimer Climber
A one-of-a-kind play piece inspired by a musical instrument. Climb in, on, and around the dulcimer and make your own music.
Designed for older children.

Plunge Slide & Boulder Climber
A tall slide and a boulder climbing area designed for older children.

Log Climber, Slide & Fort
Younger children can climb, slide, balance on logs and run up and down mounds. Visit the fort for make-believe play!

Wildlife Habitats
Get close to nature by watching the insect hotel, wren and chickadee house, butterfly shelter, mason bee house, and bat box along the nature path!

Swings & Spinner
Swing and play in toddler bucket swings, a nest swing and a rope swing! Whirl, climb, spin, stand, sit, lay, hang, or balance with friends on the spinner!

Exploration Creek
Dangle your toes in the creek, follow the water as it falls over Kentucky limestone, play like a frog, cross the logs, and explore the nature lab and delta. The creek is designed for older children.

Building Maze & Loose Parts Play
Explore the field maze to find music, art, stepping stones, and fort building areas around each twist and turn. Join with friends to use loose parts to build and the fabric squares to make a new maze. This area is designed for older children.

Shade Sculpture
Rest and play under the shade of the American Ginsing-inspired sculpture. Move the chairs to follow the shade and relax with family and friends.